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… By Bill Lister

his response or directive appears to be the answer from Gateway Labor Relations in the St.
Louis installation, to every phone call from a supervisor regarding nearly anything a letter
carrier does that the supervisor doesn’t like. I may be exaggerating a bit, as the majority of
those phone calls only result in disciplinary letters of warning and paper suspensions. From
2007 thru 2011, we averaged over 50 disciplines per month, but since that time the number
has slowly gone down to just under 40 per month thru 2015. This year, however, we are back
on pace to reach or surpass the 50 per month threshold. What concerns me are the number of
disciplines known as emergency placements.
For emergency placements or EPs as we call them, we averaged just over 17 per year from 2007 thru 2013. And since
2014, drum roll please, we have averaged over 30 each year including this year, 2016. This would be funny except for
the fact that when management places you on an EP, you are immediately put into a non-pay status. You cannot use
leave and normally Labor will contest any request for unemployment. The only way to get back into a pay status is
if the union negotiates your return, or you are a 10 point preference eligible veteran and even then you only go back
into a pay status after serving 14 days off the clock. EPs are usually followed with a removal, so, absent a settlement at
Step-B or before, you may remain off the clock until your case is heard at arbitration which can take months.
Our contract is very specific as to what an EP is and when management can invoke the Article 16.7, EP. This is
reserved for incidents “… where the allegation involves intoxication, pilferage, or failure to observe safety rules and
regulations, or in cases where retaining the employee on duty may result in damage to US Postal Service property, loss
of mail or funds, or where the employee may be injurious to self or others.” From this language you can see that being
under the influence of drugs or alcohol, stealing or throwing away mail, committing unsafe acts or incidents where
the employee may hurt themselves or others, are all legitimate reasons to place us on an EP. Even when these extreme
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acts occur, management must give the employee their due
process rights. That is, they must inform the employee
as to why they are invoking the EP, which must be immediately following the act, and they must give them an
official notice explaining why they are being placed on an
EP, usually by the next day.
After telling labor that these procedures were not being followed about five years ago, Labor said they knew
what they were doing and they don’t have to listen to the
union. We then argued due process at arbitration, winning several cases with full back pay for management’s
failure to follow these procedures. Suffice it to say that the
procedures are now being followed most of the time. The
new problem since 2014 is that more employees are being
placed on EP and many times for little or no reason. I
have complained about this as well, however, nothing
seems to change in this district until we win a few cases at
arbitration and that forum can be a crap shoot, especially
with some of the arbiters we currently have.
I will agree with Labor on some of these placements,
especially the ones involving the discarding of mail. The
problem is that too many employees are being placed off
the clock for simply questioning the order of a supervisor,
or for standing up for themselves after being screamed at
by their supervisor. A few have even been placed off for
being in an accident or for something they did on their
day off. Now if there was intent to have an accident or
if the employee commits a felony on their day off or if
it’s related to the job, then perhaps management has an
argument. These cases, however, involve minor accidents
and minor violations of the law not related to the job,
and require a ticket, not an arrest. So why does Labor
keep placing employees off the clock? Because they can,
and there is nobody to stop them, except the union at
arbitration.
Even Step-B is broken, as many of these resolvable cases are impassed at that level due to flawed logic. A recent
case was argued where the grievant and the witness both
agreed that a punch had been thrown and that something
had fallen to the ground, perhaps a gun or perhaps not.
While that question remained in dispute, by the time
the impasse was at hand, the person who had dropped
the object, had now “pistol whipped”
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uncalled for, but borders on being criminally negligent
regarding the actual facts. It further shows the complete
disdain management has for its craft employees.
Another recent case involved a carrier in a vehicle on
a mounted delivery that moved the truck forward about
three or four feet, getting stuck in the mud. This was
considered such an unsafe act, that management placed
the employee on an EP which has also been impassed at
Step-B one month ago with no subsequent discipline, yet.
I do not fault the management Step-B reps as much as I
do the person or persons who are interfering in our DRT
process. Whether it’s Labor, the PM or Human Resources,
interference from above creates hostility between the
union and management, and shows that our DRT process
is completely broken. If all this is not bad enough, then
consider the fact that three of our shop stewards are currently off the clock on EPs.
While I do not have any direct proof that interference
from above actually occurred, one can draw that conclusion from the facts. Take another recent case where a
supervisor and an employee got into a discussion. The supervisor became upset and told that employee and three
others to leave the building. They followed the direct
order and exited the premises. Management then called
HR and the acting head of HR then called the OIG. That’s
when this issue went from a disagreement with a supervisor telling carriers to get off the clock, to four carriers
being placed on an EP for an alleged “walk out.” It would
be highly unlikely, no it would be unbelievable to me, that
the supervisor developed the “walk out” scenario on her
own. It would be much more likely that after speaking
with the supervisor, she was directed to claim this was a
walk out and to place the employees on EPs. Anyway, the
four employees’ grievances on their EPs were sustained
with full back pay at Step-B and all four have been in
a pay status awaiting the removal grievances to reach
Step-B with four open routes delivered with OT. So after
18 weeks and spending over $120,000 on this debacle, will
anything be said to the person responsible for manufacturing this unfair and morally bankrupt story?
We need someone of authority in the Gateway District
to take control and stop this nonsense before we bankrupt
the service with a level of mismanagement, never seen
before. Train your supervisors to manage with respect
and they will get respect. And for heaven’s sake, stop the
abuse from above before it’s too late. More! Later!
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Executive Vice President

A

ugust 2016 greetings to all of the brothers and
sisters of NALC Branch 343. As our delegates
prepare to journey to Los Angeles for the National Convention, I am reminded of a recurring issue
here at home. The safety and health of letter carriers
is routinely ignored by management in St. Louis. In
particular, I note the lack of care and understanding
regarding heat-related illnesses. We have had several calls from carriers who reported a heat-related
illness to their supervisor, only to be told, “We don’t
have any help for you,” “You signed up to work in
the heat,” or “Just take some Advil.” Unfortunately,
management proves by their actions that your safety
is subordinate to them making their numbers.
Carriers need to look out for their own personal
safety while working. Recognize the symptoms of heat
exhaustion and seek medical treatment. If your supervisor won’t provide medical treatment, then request
leave and go get it yourself. Call 911 if you have to.
From the OSHA infosheet titled Protecting Workers
from Heat Illness, the symptoms of heat exhaustion
are: headache, nausea, dizziness, weakness, irritability,
thirst, heavy sweating, elevated body temperature, and
decreased urine output. Typically, heat exhaustion involves a combination of these symptoms. While some
symptoms are typical of working outside on hot days,
I would recommend medical treatment for anyone
who has a combination of symptoms that includes
any of the first three — headache, nausea (vomiting),
or dizziness. Those three are not normal reactions
to the heat and should be considered serious. Heat
exhaustion left untreated can progress to heat stroke
with symptoms of: confusion, loss of consciousness,
seizures, very high body temperature, hot/dry skin, or
profuse sweating. Heat stroke means the body’s temperature regulating system has failed and it can result
in death. Symptoms of heat stroke call for immediate
medical treatment and 911 should be called.
What can you do as a carrier? Hydrate yourself
early and often. Start drinking water before you leave
for the street, as well as frequently after. Wear a hat,
get a cool cloth and drape it across the back of your
neck. Take a jug of water with you and wet the cloth
frequently to help keep your body temp down. Per

… By Barry Linan

the OSHA infosheet, “Eat regular
meals and snacks as they provide
enough salt and electrolytes to replace those lost through sweating as
long as enough water is consumed.”
I would add to stay away from too many carbonated
or caffeinated beverages such as soda or coffee. Drink
lots of water and some Gatorade which will replace
the electrolytes in your system that help avoid muscle
cramps.
Management apparently pays no attention to
their own “Beat the Heat, Stay Cool” stand-up talk
that provides for, “The following recommendations
should be followed by supervisors to provide assistance to their employees.” Per the talk, “If an
employee reports symptoms of heat stress, help them
evaluate the symptoms to determine what type of
assistance is needed.” Further that, “You should go
to the employee’s location and arrange for first
aid assistance as necessary if the employee is experiencing signs of heat exhaustion, such as: heavy
sweating, extreme weakness or fatigue, dizziness/
confusion, nausea, clammy moist skin, pale or
flushed complexion, muscle cramps, slightly elevated body temperature, fast and shallow breathing.” These are management directives to their own
supervisors, many of whom apparently can’t read or
comprehend their own directives. God forbid that
these people would actually show some compassion
for those working in the oppressive heat by simply
asking, “Are you sick?” or “Do you need medical
treatment?” I heard a supervisor at one station just
told the carriers that she was not going to approve
any Forms 3996 that listed the heat as a reason for
needing overtime. I’ll again refer you, miss supervisor, to the OSHA infosheet that states, “Schedule
frequent rest periods with water breaks in shaded
or air-conditioned recovery areas.” As Richard says,
you need lots of water, rest, and shade.

Look for your 2017
Rotating Day Calendar
in the September issue.
Augus t 2016/MCC
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Vice President Financial S ecretary
… By Robert Rapisardo

T

his is a reminder that from September 1 to
September 30, the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) will offer an open season for
federal group life insurance. Enrollees will not be
required to undergo a physical exam or major life
event. USPS workers can get coverage under the
Federal Employees Group Life Insurance (FEGLI).
Those who currently have insurance in this program can also increase their coverage during this
open season. Those currently enrolled can reduce
or cancel their coverage at any time without waiting for an open season. These open seasons do not
occur very often; the last open season was in 2004.
Most employees are automatically enrolled in the
basic FEGLI coverage, but there are three other
optional forms of coverage. The basic insurance
amount is equal to the greater of a) your annual
rate of pay (rounded up to the next even $1,000) plus
$
2,000 or b) $10,000. Additionally, employees under
the age of 45 get the extra benefit, which doubles
the amount of your basic insurance if you die when
you are 35 or younger. You pay the full cost of the
three optional choices which depends on your age.
In closing, I want to say we have many newer and
younger employees who should take a serious look

at these options for them and their
families. I want to thank the Postal
Record for this information. For
more information and to download Form 2817, the
form to enroll or make changes, go to www.opm.gov/
insure/life.
I have written about this next subject many times,
unfortunately. I have been working with NALC headquarters in past month still trying to get 23 CCAs
who were converted in 2015 to receive their pay and
leave that is due them for their conversion dates being changed. We will continue to pursue until these
adjustments are done in full.
I wanted to thank the Clayton carriers for inviting
me to a station picnic in July. It was nice to see many
old faces and reminisce about the past. It was very
nice to meet several newer employees from a station I
spent nearly my entire career working at. We had lots
of fun with unbelievable barbecue from Paul James
and many side dishes. This is another thing that our
branch should consider holding that would include
games for adults and children; we have many younger
families now in our union and this would be a great
way of showing them what unions do for their members and we are like one large family.

Scenes from the recent Clayton/Richmond Heights Picnic
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R ecording S ecretary

… By John McLaughlin

National Convention
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blocked a measure to require the
USPS to revert back to the delivery
standards it maintained before
2012. Rep. Marcy Kaptur, D-Ohio, who introduced
the original amendment, condemned the vote.
Example #3: Depending on your district, a vote for
one of the 20 Republicans who voted against overriding Mo. Gov. Nixon’s veto of the right to work bill
last year may just be the wisest choice. Who knew
a man by the name of Nixon would be the one man
standing in the way of Missouri becoming a right to
work (for less) state?
The moral of the above examples is to get involved
and regardless of the letter behind the politicians’
name (D or R), vote for what is best for you and your
union.
Until next month, do your job safely and accurately. Show up to your union meeting. You might learn
something. We don’t write the rules; we just have to
play the game. Sláinte.

CALENDAR

D

elegates are getting ready to go to the National
Convention in Los Angeles. This convention will
be addressing some big issues: elections, legislation, and of course, the contract. All are very important, but I will discuss elections.
The presidential election has been talked about ad
nauseam. I am equally as concerned with state and
local elections. Who we decide to support in these
elections are just as important as the national election. The fate of two hotly contested bills, paycheck
deception and right to work, will hinge primarily
on which politicians win this coming fall. Please be
informed before you vote. My greatest fear is electing
officials who would like nothing more than to turn
Missouri into a carbon copy of the state of Kansas.
Why are these elections important?
Example #1: In the hopes of increasing voter
access to voters, Sens. Ron Wyden, D-Ore., and Jeff
Merkley, D-Ore., introduced the Vote by Mail Act
in the Senate. A Republican and Democrat did the
same in the House. This would be a real shot into our
revenue flow as well as boost voter participation.
Example #2: The House voted along party lines
and at the direction of Rep. Jason Chaffetz, R-Utah,

Aug 11

Regular Branch Meeting

Sept 1

Shop Stewards’ Meeting

Sept 5

Labor Day Holiday Observed

Sept 5

Labor Day Parade and BBQ
following at the Letter Carriers
Hall. (See MCC for time and parade
route.)

Sept 7

Retirees’ Annual Picnic — Deer
Creek Park, Maplewood (see ad)

Sept 8

Regular Branch Meeting

Sept 11

MDA Warsher Tournament —
Letter Carriers Hall (see ad).

Sept 25

BBQ Cook-Off for MDA — Letter
Carriers Hall (see ad)

Oct 9

29th Annual MDA Golf
Tournament — Normandie Golf Club
(see ad)
Augus t 2016/MCC
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Health Benefits Plan/ OWCP
… By Chet Drain

D

id you know that you have the right to file a
claim for a condition that has been created from
continually performing the work of a letter
carrier?
The Office of Worker’s Compensation (OWCP)
defines an occupational disease or illness as a medical condition produced in the work environment
over a period longer than a single workday or shift
by such factors as continuous or repeated stress or
strain; or exposure to hazardous elements such as
toxins, poisons, fumes, noise, particulates or radiation, or other repeated or continued factors of the
work environment.
As carriers, we experience the repeated activity of lifting, twisting, walking carrying a satchel,
using our hands, reaching above the shoulder, etc.
Continuous physical activity of this sort over an
extended period of time can cause the onset of a
medical condition, or even aggravate, precipitate, or
accelerate a pre-existing condition.
A claim based on an occupational disease is
filed on a form CA-2, Federal Employee’s Notice of
Occupational Disease and Claim for Compensation. The thing to keep in mind though is that the
burden of proof is on the employee to provide the
necessary medical evidence to prove that condition
is “casually related” to the work you do as a letter
carrier. Generally, an occupational disease claim
is more difficult to prove than a traumatic injury
claim. (A claim for an injury based on a specific one
time event)
To be successful filing a claim with OWCP, an
employee must provide two basic documents:
• Factual statement — a detailed statement,
dated and signed by the employee, describing the condition or factors of employment
believed to be the cause of the occupational
disease, and the period involved
• Medical report — A detailed narrative medical report from your attending physician,
dated and signed, in addition to dates of
examination and treatment, description of
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the test given such as x-rays,
MRI, etc.
The physician’s statement must
contain five key items,
1. A written statement from the physician reflecting knowledge of the conditions of employment
believed to be the cause of the medical condition
2. A definitive diagnosis (i.e. conclusive, no
speculation)
3. Opinion in definitive. Was the diagnosis caused,
permanently or temporarily aggravated, accelerated (hastened, or precipitated by the job)? If
temporally the opinion must specify the length
of time involved.
4. Medical reasons for the opinion (i.e., How did
the physician, from a medical point of view, arrive at the opinion?) This is very important and
should include the pathological and other medical relationship between the diagnosis and the
conditions of employment and an explanation
of how any test results formed the basis for the
opinion.
5. Period of disability and the extent of the disability. In the case of partial disability, the work
limitations involved in working while partially
disabled.
One thing I’ve discovered in my short duration as the worker’s comp rep. OWCP is not your
friend! The Dept. of Labor (DOL)/OWCP is very
meticulous in the process of evaluating claims that
are filed. They are extremely particular about the
information that is submitted in the claim process,
and they are not going to make the process easy for
you. Just ask a co-worker who has had to deal with
them. I’ll give you two examples I’ve witnessed to
get my point across.
A carrier with over 20 years of service filed a
claim for an occupational disease. The DOL sent
him a questionnaire to list what some of his hobbies were. The carrier thinking nothing of it filed
out the form and innocently mentioned how he had
participated in a softball league for three months a
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few years prior to filing his claim. OWCP denied his
claim for a rotator cuff tear and referenced his statement about playing softball as one of the reasons
for the denial. Three months playing in a softball
league, from their perspective, outweighed over 20
years lugging a mail sack.
Another carrier, with 25 years of service, was diagnosed and treated for corporal tunnel syndrome.
When he wrote the letter to his physician explaining the work he does as a carrier he innocently and
honestly mentioned that his hands started hurting
him more after he spent a couple of weeks renovating his house. Once again the DOL denied the claim
hanging their hat on the fact that he had told the
doctor about the time spent working on his house.
That’s two weeks doing some renovations to his
home versus 25 years of handling the mail as a letter
carrier. Now you know why I say OWCP is not your
friend.
If you are suffering from a medical condition and
you have a strong conviction that it has been caused
by the work you perform as a carrier, be sure that

you have all your ducks in a row before you attempt
to file an occupational disease claim. Talk it over
with your doctor to make sure he is on board with
the plan to file the claim and is willing to provide
you an adequate statement and the necessary medical documentation to get the claim approved.
If you need more insight on the claim filing process, feel free to contact me at the hall on Tuesday
or Wednesday.
God bless all and peace!
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from the

Managing Editor
… By Tom Schulte

Branch By-Law Changes on the Agenda

I

t’s been quite some time since Branch 343 has
addressed a number of the by-laws governing the
membership and the regulations of its affairs. To
that end over the course of the next several months
you will be hearing and seeing amendments to some
of the language and governing laws of this branch.
Some of the proposals are strictly cosmetic, meaning that proper language of some of the existing
by-laws is being corrected. Other proposals regard
the national conventions, the use of the reserve fund
for paying officers’ salaries, the title of branch officers, salary changes and the dismemberment of the
letter carriers band. As per the protocol of the NALC
constitution, the correct procedures for making bylaw changes are as follows: verbal recitation, a printed
version of the by-laws to be sent to each member
followed by an actual vote by the attending members
of Branch 343 at the regular branch meeting.
In August we will begin with the reading of the bylaws and the proposed changes. They will take place
at the August 11, 2016, regular branch meeting. All
by-laws and proposed changes will then be published
in the September issue of the Mound City Carrier. At
the October 13, 2016, regular branch meeting, the
by-law changes will then be voted on. Amendments
and/or corrections can be made and voted on at that
time. The by-law changes will then be approved or
disapproved by a vote of the compliment of the union
members in attendance at that meeting.
It’s important to understand that although by-laws
in and of themselves can be as boring to hear as they
are to read, they are a necessary part of governing
this branch. Each and every one of us should take
these by-law changes seriously, pay attention to the
reading of the existing by-law and the proposed
change, and then read over the changes before voting
in October. Many of the issues being addressed by
the proposed by-law changes are important to how
well this branch regulates its affairs for the betterment of all the membership.
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One of the long overdue proposals is the disbanding of the Branch 343 Letter
Carriers Band. That’s right, this branch once had
a thriving entertaining marching band that had its
origins back in the late 1920s and early 1930s. The
bands marched in parades at the NALC National
Conventions as well as performing for local civic
organizations right here in St. Louis. The Letter Carriers Band had a compliment of 35 members. Many
of the proposed by-law changes involve the structure
and maintenance of the band. At the time, the requirement to being a band member was that you had
to be a letter carrier and a member in good standing.
You had to provide your own instrument and you
had to audition and be proficient playing that instrument in order to be accepted as a member. There is
language about band directors, majorettes and even
drum majors. All of these criteria have not been
properly maintained for some time. Currently, there
are no union members in the band.
As with all things, bands were a big deal back in
the day. Every major city in the United States had a
letter carriers band. Unfortunately those numbers
have dwindled to a precious few. In fact, at the National Convention in Los Angeles in August only four
bands will be there to perform.
Times change, things outlive their usefulness. The
by-law changes will properly address many issues
that need to be modified. Please take the time to
participate in this process.
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Region 5 NBA Report

… By Mike Birkett

ameras, Cameras Everywhere — I recently
viewed another letter carrier who was caught
on video “misdelivering” a parcel. This rocket
scientist never bothered to leave his Dodge Ram
ProMaster. He parked in the middle of the street,
went to the back of the vehicle, opened the sliding
side door and casually lofted the parcel he was to
deliver onto the sidewalk. Of course, as he drove
away, the unsecured side door slid back open, yet
he just drove on. First and foremost, that’s not
the way we deliver parcels. That’s not the way
our customers want parcels delivered. It makes
all of us look bad and unprofessional. There is
no excuse … not the heat and not because you’re
running late and in a hurry. Secondly, there are
cameras everywhere. They are in vehicles, on
homes and in businesses. People love to post videos of letter carriers doing something wrong. Do
your job professionally and don’t become famous
overnight on the internet, your 15 minutes of
fame isn’t worth your job.
Parcels & Competition — Letter carriers are
well aware of the phenomenal increase in parcels
over the past few years. We all recognize that
technology has brought shopping into our homes,
just a few key strokes away. Today’s consumer
demands immediate satisfaction with delivery as
soon as possible. The post office has dominated
the competition with the best last mile delivery
in the network, so much so that the competition
often uses us to deliver their parcels. What we
can never forget, big business is out to save a dollar or make a dollar. Amazon has recently begun
delivering their own parcels in a few of the major
markets. They will continue to expand wherever
they can save a buck. As I’ve discussed before in
this forum, Amazon is lobbying Congress and
the FAA hard to allow them to use drones to
deliver their parcels, a task in which I can only
hope they will be unsuccessful (I can’t imagine
thousands of drones f lying around, guided by a
computer chip). While Amazon looks to develop
their own system, Walmart, who has been testing
their own “Prime” program with free shipping on

many purchases, has announced
they are expanding their test to a
wider audience. So, while we may
lose some business, we will gain
business as the delivery market
increases. And … if you see a drone ….
National Convention — Some of you will be
attending the 70 th biennial convention this month
in Los Angeles. Our convention truly is an opportunity for the membership to direct the path of
the NALC in the future. Whether it is to change
our structure or to prioritize and direct the issues
we negotiate with the Postal Service, the delegates
at the convention will shape the NALC until we
reconvene two years from now.
I want to urge each delegate attending to take
full advantage of the training sessions taking
place prior to and immediately following the
convention each day. There is a multitude of
information that you will be able to acquire and
disseminate to your members upon your return.
Not attending some of these trainings is really a
disservice to your branch. I look forward to seeing you there.
Food Drive Record Totals — The result are in
from the 24 th annual Letter Carrier Food Drive
and the results are record-breaking! Having the
nation’s largest single-day food drive is no easy
feat. It takes a lot of work on the part of many
people. I want to thank every branch that registered for participation, every food drive coordinator who helped coordinate the details, letter
carriers who collected food and all the volunteers
who helped out. Your generosity made it possible
for letter carriers to collect more than 3 million
pounds of food in Region 5 this year — 3,192,175
pounds to be exact. Great job everyone! This is
a half million more pounds than last year. Nationally, the stamp out hunger drive collected
more than 80 million pounds, which is 3 million
pounds over the previous record set. Letter carriers should be proud of their part of this historic
charitable event that will assist those members of
our communities who are in need.

C
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Retiree Report

MINUTES FROM THE JULY 6, 2016, MEETING

M

Retirees’ Annual Picnic
Date: September 7, 2016
Time: 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Location: Deer Creek Park, Maplewood
				
(aka Rocket Park)
				
3223 Laclede Station Rd.
Directions: From Manchester Road in Maplewood
take South Hanley Rd. south approximately
0.6 miles. Deer Creek is on the right.
		
From Hwy 44 from the south take
		
Laclede Station Road north approximately 3.9
miles. Deer Creek is on the left.
Manchester Rd.

Deer Creek Park
N

Lacle de Station Rd.
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are provisions we support in the bills and others we cannot.
We will continue to apply pressure in the halls of Congress
to change provisions in the bills that letter carriers can
support.
New Business: Brother Ken Meyers made a motion
for the retirees to sponsor a hole for $100 for the upcoming MDA Golf Tournament in October. The motion was
seconded, voted on and approved.
50/50 won by Ray Breakfield who donated it back to the
retirees.
Closing prayer offered by Chaplain Gus Frank
Meeting adjourned at 1:12 p.m.
Please note: Retiree picnic location change due to a
problem with the restrooms being renovated at Fenton
Park, the new location for the September 7, 2016, retiree
picnic will be Deer Creek Park in Maplewood. See ad
below for information.

E

W

S. Hanley Rd.

eeting called to order at 12:26 p.m. by Chairman
Walter Besch. Prayer and Pledge of Allegiance
offered by Chaplain Gus Frank. Walter thanked
Ken Meyer, Joe Fitzjarrell, Art Buck and Joe Miller for the
delicious lunch and for the dessert from Geno lberg.
Chairman’s Report: Chairman Besch suspended the
regular format of the retiree meeting to address a problem
with the site location of the September retirees’ picnic. At
the June meeting it was voted to return to Fenton Park, but
a problem arose with the renovation of the restrooms in
the park which appears will not be completed in time for
the retiree picnic. Chairman Besch solicited suggestions
for an alternative location. The delegation present voted to
return to last year’s location, Deer Creek Park. Tom Schulte
will see to it that the new information will be published in
the August issue of the Mound City Carrier.
Volunteers: We are still looking for volunteers to provide lunch for the October meeting.
Minutes from the last meeting: Minutes read and
approved.
Treasurer’s Report: No report due to a personal commitment from our treasurer, Clif Nelson. Chairman Besch said
that a report will be made at the August retiree meeting.
Branch 343 President’s Report: President Lister
provided an update on the four carriers put off the clock
at the Coyle Station. The four have now been issued letters
of removal and the union is proceeding with their defense
through the grievance process. Bill spoke of the need to
upgrade the computers in the office and that bids have
been secured. We hope to make a decision in the near
future. By-law changes are also on the agenda. New by-law
changes will be read at the August regular branch meeting,
published in the September issue of the Mound City Carrier and voted on at the October regular branch meeting.
Legislative Report: Brother Mike Weir reminded the
delegation that July 6 was the last day to register to vote in
the upcoming elections. Mike spoke of the need to support
union-friendly candidates who are sympathetic to Postal
Service issues. The Postal Reform Act of 2016 is winding
its way through Congress. H.R. 5714 and H.R. 5707. There
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Less Service Equals More Profit?

T

he Postal Service Reform Act of 2016 (H.R. 5714)
was introduced by the House Committee on
Oversight and Government Reform (OGR) on July
12. One of the key provisions of H.R. 5714 requires
the Postal Service to identify residential and business
delivery points that are suitable for conversion to centralized or curbside delivery. The USPS would have the
discretion to mandatorily convert 5.5 million business
deliveries from door delivery to centralized delivery.
The business delivery points would be converted to
cluster boxes over a five year period. Twenty percent of
the identified businesses would be converted to cluster
boxes by 2018, 40 percent by 2019, 60 percent by 2020,
80 percent by 2021, and 100 percent by 2022. The
residential delivery conversions would be voluntary.
The road to profitability is not paved with less
service. The savings in delivery time would be eaten
away by the loss in mail and package revenue. On my
own route, I know that residents do not collect their
mail out of the cluster box on a daily basis. The mail
often sits in the box for weeks. Two to three or more
sets of Local Values and Red Plums are stacked inside
the box before anyone picks them up. This does not
happen with the door or curbside boxes. The readand-response rates are four times higher for standard
mail pieces delivered to doors rather than to cluster
boxes. The ads and coupons will not generate sales for
the businesses that send them if they are left in the box
until they expire. The value of direct mail advertising
plummets and business will pay for radio spots, TV

… By Brian Litteken

commercials, or internet pop ups
rather than direct mail. Packages also
sit in the parcel locker for days. A
business ordering office supplies would prefer to have
their printer ink brought in to their business rather
than walk down the block to a cluster box to pick it up.
That is sort of the point isn’t it? The business owners
want to save time and not have an employee or themselves leave their store to go pick up what they need.
They don’t want to pay shipping just so they can leave
the store to walk to the cluster box. UPS and FedEx
will still deliver inside their business. Who will the
business choose to deliver to them?
The inclusion of this provision into H.R. 5714
makes no sense for another reason. H.R. 28 calls for
the preservation of door delivery services. It has more
than 200 representatives cosponsoring this bill. Why
include a provision that is already opposed by more
than 200 members of the House of Representatives?
Let your representative know you support H.R. 28.

Washer Tournament September 11
Get a partner and come out and have some fun.

George Cooper

Pat Wheatley

314-541-1503

314-707-8120

10443 Halls Ferry Rd.
St. Louis, MO 63136

1638 Piney Dr.
Arnold, MO 63010

Retired letter carriers of Br. 343 and Br. 5050
SUPPORT YOUR UNION BROTHERS

Augus t 2016/MCC
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Run, Ride, & Roll Wrap Up

G

reetings to all. Once again the Run, Ride &
Roll on June 26 was a success. We raised an
even $800 for Muscular Dystrophy. Despite the
heat and humidity we had a good turnout.
I want to thank everyone for their support. I
want to particularly thank Tom Becnel and Joe
Politte from South County. Every year these two
guys get there early and help me set up and barbecue as well as raising the most money from one
station.
I want to thank Diane Carter who not only
showed up and donated, but also was the chief
cheerleader to get non-postal riders to give up
some bucks. So be sure to support her MDA

… By Mike David

Cook-Off September 25 at the Letter Carriers
Hall.
Thanks to Southside Cyclery (6969 Gravois Ave.)
and Big Shark Bicycle (1155 S. Big Bend Blvd.) for
donating gift cards as attendance prizes. Thanks
once again to Branch 343 for donating a set of St.
Louis Cardinal baseball tickets. Jeanette Weir won
the Big Shark gift card and John Corbett won the
gift card from Southside Cyclery.
All in all it was a great day to stretch your legs
with a nice walk or enjoy the scenery of a bicycle
trek along Grant’s Trail. Look for us next year and
please support our other MDA events.
Peace out.

Shop Stewards’ Award Banquet
Saturday, October 8, 2016
Guest Speaker to be Announced
Festivities will begin at 6 p.m.
Letter Carriers Hall
12
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Participants

Annual Run, Ride & Roll
MDA — Grant’s Trail

at the

for

JUNE 26, 2016

Augus t 2016/MCC
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… By Pam Stepney

reetings sisters, and brothers
of Branch 343. How’s everyone doing? Fine, I hope.
We have a great group of CCAs
working for us; I think we have
the best of the best. There are a
lot of young people coming in
working hard as letter carriers
trying to make regular. They
are great workers because they
are here every day, on time, and
ready to work. Some of them
case really fast and deliver their
own routes in a hurry. Other
times they are given a whole
route in addition to splitting an
apartment route 2.5 hours each.
Wonderful, but take the time to
work safely so you can go home
to your families.
Management assigned one of
our CCAs a full route plus four
hours off of another route on a
Saturday. This CCA completed
the assignment in 8 hours. Maybe
these CCAs are really fast casers
and deliver pretty quickly, but I
just want to make sure they are

14
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taking measures to deliver their
routes correctly and safely. All
of this running causes incorrect
deliveries and boxes stuffed with
mark-up mail for regulars to pull
out when they come back from
vacation. I encourage all of the
regular carriers to talk to them
to make sure they are verifying
each piece of mail before delivery.
Make sure they are taking their
lunches and breaks. Tell them to
take their comfort stops to cool
off and drink plenty of water
during this hot summer season.
Parcel deliveries are going well on
Sundays and it seems as though
they are coming in Monday
through Saturday very heavy. Our
CCAs are doing well delivering
and taking some of the pressure
off the regular letter carriers’
heavy routes on Mondays. We’re
glad they’re here and would like
to see them go on and have a
long safe postal career. So talk to
them about safety while working and delivering. Make sure

management
gives them their
vouchers to get
their uniforms
to go along
with those vest and hats given to
them after training is complete. If
you have slightly used uniforms,
please give them to the hall so
that when the CCAs come to the
meetings they can take them. If
we don’t help them, management
will hurt them.
Make sure you and each and
every member in your family get
out to vote on August 2, 2016,
because right-to-work legislation
is knocking at the door again.
Vote for the candidates who support labor unions and you.
In the beginning there was
Adam and Eve, which means we
are all sisters and brothers. Mr.
Philando Castile was a teamster
and a good man. We call each
other sisters and brothers and we
are all we have. Pray for healing and love to conquer all in
America because that’s what we
need right now.
Remember to do your best,
leave the rest, don’t stress, God
bless, and thank you for coming.

MOUND CIT Y CARRIER

Join us at familiar surroundings of PGA quality

NORMANDIE GOLF CLUB
REGISTER YOUR TEAM TODAY!
WHEN:

8 A.M. SUNDAY, OCTOBER 9, 2016

WHERE:

NORMANDIE GOLF CLUB
7605 St. Charles Rock Rd.
St. Louis, MO 63133

COST:

$

75 PER PERSON ($300 PER TEAM)
Price includes 18 holes of Golf, Electric Cart,
Prizes, Refreshments, (Beer, Soda, Brats,
Hamburgers etc.)

FORMAT: Best Ball Four Man Scramble
“Shot Gun Start”

29th NALC Br. 343
Golf Tournament for
Muscular Dystrophy

ENTER NOW!

HOW TO ENTER: A check or checks totaling $300 with the
names and addresses of team members must
be received ASAP (Please list at least one
phone number and email)
MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO:
MDA Golf, Branch 343
1600 S. Broadway
St. Louis, MO 63104

REGISTRATION INFORMATION:
1. Registration will start at 8 a.m.
2. Shot Gun Start — 9 a.m.
3. There will be a cutoff at 36 teams due to time restrictions. Money will be refunded to any team who
enters after the cutoff.
4. Teams must arrive 30 minutes prior to tee time.
If you have any other questions about the tournament that have not been answered here, contact:

Clip and Mail

Barry Linan
Letter Carriers Hall
314-241-4297

PLEASE PRINT:

email_ _____________________________________

1. NAME_ __________________________________

PHONE____________________________________

2. NAME_ __________________________________

PHONE____________________________________

3. NAME_ __________________________________

PHONE____________________________________

4. NAME_ __________________________________

PHONE____________________________________
Augus t 2016/MCC
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Safety & Health

I

… By Richard Thurman

Dehydration … Are you at risk?

ndividuals can become dehydrated from exposure to the
elements, which can produce any
of following symptoms: excessive
urination, fever, vomiting and
excessive sweating. It’s important
for you to know your body because
everyone’s body reacts differently
to climate extremes. Knowing
and recognizing the symptoms of
dehydration are critical during the
summer season. There are three
types of dehydration: mild, moderate and severe.
• Mild dehydration involves the
following: dry lips and mouth,
thirst, low urine output and/
or concentrated in color (dark
yellow in appearance).
• Moderate dehydration involves
the following: thirst, very
dry mouth, sunken eyes, and
tenting (failure of the skin too
react when pinched), low to no
urine output, and the inability
to produce tears.
• Severe dehydration involves
the following: all signs of
moderate dehydration, rapid
and weak pulse, cold hands
and feet, rapid breathing, blue
lips, lethargic behavior, and
seizures. Severe dehydration
requires immediate medical
attention or hospitalization.
The human body loses 2 percent of its body fluid before one
becomes thirsty. The best indicator of dehydration is urine output that is dark yellow in color.
The Centers for Disease Control
recommends 16 to 32 ounces of

cool fluids every hour. For every 1
percent of water loss, blood volume decreases by 2.5 percent. The
effect is a decrease in the body’s
ability to control core temperatures. Changes in core body temperature result in the following:
decreased urinary output, dark
urine color, diminished performance, endurance or death.
Water is essential! Electrolytes such as calcium, chloride,
magnesium, potassium, sodium,
bicarbonate and phosphate help
prevent and treat dehydration
while maintaining water balance in the muscles and tissues.
Sports drinks mainly contain

sodium and potassium only.
Sports drinks do not contain the
daily requirement of all electrolytes. Sports drinks contain
mainly high levels of sugar which
in turn increases thirst and risk
of dehydration. There are various electrolyte additives that can
be used to meet your daily requirement which optimize your
performance. Again, don’t only
count on sports drinks to maintain body’s hydration and electrolyte balance. Water is the best
choice to prevent dehydration.
For more information, please
consult your physician or medical advisor.

Augus t 2016/MCC
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The “U” … By Frank Enlow

I

would like to begin my article
by apologizing to the CCA at
University City and also the
CCA at West County for their
names mistakenly being placed
on the non-member list.
I understand that decisions
made by a union should represent its members as a whole, and
what’s best for an individual.
With that being said, everyone
won’t agree on everything. But
for those of you non-members
who have made the conscience
choice not to be part of the
NALC, specifically Branch 343
— not speaking for the other 98
percent of the union members
who are supporting you today

— you have your hand out while
sitting on your *%# during
contract negotiations to see what
you can get. Shame on you!
Carriers, I’m not saying
there are no good supervisors
or managers left. But when I
started at the post office, I had
the privilege to work for a manager named Furhman Harris and
the legendary supervisor Pam
Northcross. Whenever I went
to him with an issue, Furhman
would ask me if I was a part
of the problem or part of the
solution.
Being new I thought he was
just brushing me off until I
finally asked what he meant by

Attention Letter Carriers!
Br. 343 is looking for foot soldiers to
march in the Labor Day Parade
Monday, September 5, 2016
Looking for something different and fun to do on
Labor Day? Bring the family and make a morning of it!
Come Downtown and demonstrate your union pride
by marching with thousands of our fellow brother and
sister trade unionists. Come and show your solidarity!
Let’s make this the largest assembly ever!
Carriers should meet at the Letter Carriers Hall at 1600
S. Broadway by 8 a.m., or assemble at Olive and 18 th St. by
9 a.m.
Don’t forget to wear your uniforms!
Following the parade a delicious lunch will be served
at the Union Hall.

UNION LABEL WEEK
SEP TEMBER 5-9
18
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that. He told
me, “Not knowing your job or
being willing to
learn makes you
part of the problem. Get involved
and be part of the solution.”
I stopped complaining about
everything I thought was wrong
or unfair, learned my job and the
issues went away. I wanted to use
what I learned to help others so
I became a steward. Carriers, it’s
never too late to be part of the
solution.
LEARN YOUR JOB
TEACH OTHERS
THEN LEAD
Until next time.

MDA GOLF TOURNEY
OCTOBER 9

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
CONTACT:
VICKI ROHRBACH
or BARRY LINAN

CALL 314-241-4297

MOUND CIT Y CARRIER

A Hearty Farewell

to our

Recent Retirees

District Manager Charles Miller and Branch 343 EVP Barry
Linan offer congratulations on his retirement to Overland
letter carrier Dennis Thompson for over 41 years of service.

Fenton letter carrier Thomas Hartweck punches out for the
last time. Offering congratulations on his retirement are Steve
Powers, Kelly Champagne and Br. 343 President Bill Lister.

Retiring Des Peres letter carrier Paul Klobe receives well
wishes from Mary Haynes, Sappington Branch and Des
Peres shop steward Grace Randazzo.

South County bids farewell to retiring letter carrier Loren
Loerch. Offering congratulations are shop stewards Tina
Hunt and Eric Chism.

Surrounded by well-wishers on her last day at Harriet
Woods is retiring letter carrier Earline Kirk.

Joining the “Last Punch Bunch” is retiring Ferguson letter
carrier Teresa Jeanis along with shop steward Michael
Rucker and Br. 343 EVP Barry Linan.

Creve Coeur letter carrier Tim Morris receives congratulations on his retirement from shop stewards Kiesha Wiley,
Stewart East and Ron Williams.

Augus t 2016/MCC
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BRANCH MEETING
Branch 343, St. Louis, Missouri
July 14, 2016

Summary of Branch Action
MSC To pay the branch bills.

Highlights

The meeting was called to order at 7:36 p.m. The
invocation and Pledge of Allegiance were led by Pam
MSC That the branch purchase the usual 1/4 page
Stepney. The minutes were read and accepted. NBA
ad in the Labor Tribune for the 2016 Labor
Mike Birkett said contract talks are ongoing. The
Day issue.
wages and the workplace environment are the real
MSC That the branch purchase good candy to hand
hang ups. The APWU has settled their contract in
out along the parade route on Labor Day,
arbitration. They kept their COLAs. Maintenance
Monday, Sept. 5, 2016.
and VOMA will no longer have PSEs.
MSC That the branch provide good refreshments
Legislation: Overall supportive of the legislation.
at the Union Hall for all members and their
One thing we want to get out of there is the Postal
families who participate in this years Labor
Service putting up the collection box units. CustomDay parade.
ers will go out to their mailbox daily on average 62
MSC That Branch 343 sponsor a hole for $50 at this percent of it is a collection box unit versus over 80
years Ballwin Br. 5050 MDA Golf Tournapercent for curbside and over 90 percent if the box
ment with a sponsorship.
is on your house. The service thinks our mailers are
our only customer. The post office has signed a deal
to deliver Walmart packages.
Heat Safety: Fill out heat safety forms and get them to Manny Peralta. They are going to use these numbers
during negotiations. There were 31 heat illnesses in the nation; we have 27 of them in this region. New CCAs
get it the worse. Four years ago we had 11,500 members in the region, we are at 13,303 members and 1,732 are
CCAs.
Mike Chenot told us the boycott is on at Schnuck’s. The idea is not to put them out of business. Labor
Day slogan is “We are union and we vote.” There will be T-shirts and Mike is excited about that. Support
Republicans who support blocking right to work. $2.75 being spent on passing right to work. Minimum wage
is $17,000 per year. Primary is August 2. Saronda Sutherland told us of the savings plan for CCAs where you
can put as little as $15 a pay period and turn it over into the TSP when you make regular. Richard Thurman
instructed carriers to ask your manager what the action plan is before something happens. Mike Weir told us
we are ground zero for all this anti-worker legislation. Bill that was passed is very good. They want to require
that retirees get into Medicare, Part A and B. Moving to cluster boxes is a problem. June 20 was MDA summer camp.
Bill Lister remarked that the problem with customer connect is that management is not giving the standups
and management steals carrier leads. APWU resolved their contract at arbitration and did not do that badly.
PSE wages will increase 50¢ per hour, 9¢ retroactive, 20¢ per hour in 2017, and 21¢ per hour 2018. Beginning
July 1, routes that go without a successful bid will now not have to go to eReassign first. Attendance was 70.
Meeting adjourned at 9:10 p.m.
									
Respectfully submitted,
									
Rec Secy. John “Johnny Mac” McLaughlin
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New Members

Recently Retired Members

Aaron K. Reed................. Rolla.......................... 06-16-16 Ronald E. Williams......... North County...........05-23-16
Kenneth L. Roberts......... Sikeston.....................06-16-16 Ronald T. Cook................ Sappington...............06-30-16
Paul J. Kaufmann............ Affton........................ 06-14-16 Teresa P. Jeanis................ Ferguson...................06-30-16
Monterio E. Williams..... Affton........................ 06-14-16 Terry N. Roderique......... Carrier Square.......... 05-31-16
Noah Turner.................... Affton........................ 06-14-16 George M. Berends.......... Rolla.......................... 05-31-16
DeOntae M. Jackson....... Clayton..................... 06-14-16 Thomas M. Hartweck..... Fenton....................... 05-31-16
Kwame’ M. Simpson....... Creve Coeur............. 06-14-16 Timothy J. Morris........... Creve Coeur.............06-30-16
Dominique I. Marmon... Creve Coeur............. 06-14-16 Dennis W. Thompson..... Gafthey.....................06-30-16
Gloria O. Goerig.............. Creve Coeur............. 06-14-16 James Hamilton Jr........... Oldham.....................06-30-16
Marquise A. Blair............ Fenton....................... 06-14-16
Michael T. Berner............ Fenton....................... 06-14-16
Shelia N. Walton.............. Fenton....................... 06-14-16
Darius A. Downer........... Gaffney..................... 06-14-16
Unikue R. Cotton............ Gravois...................... 06-14-16
Denise S. Rogers.............. Gravois...................... 06-14-16
Phillip B. Hemphill......... Mackenzie Pointe..... 06-14-16
Dennis W. Douglas......... Maryville Gardens... 06-14-16
Christine J. Anderson..... Normandy................ 06-14-16
Jovon O. Hamburg.......... Sappington............... 06-14-16
Joshua L. Johnson............ South County........... 06-14-16
Jason Sanders................... Harriet Woods......... 06-14-16
Juan C. Beavers................ Harriet Woods......... 06-14-16
Mechelle D. Fochtmann.Harriet Woods......... 06-14-16
Jerell L. Thomas.............. Weathers................... 06-14-16
Jasmine M. Johnson........ Weathers................... 06-14-16
Jeaneen W. Irons............. Weathers................... 06-14-16
Leon King........................ Weathers................... 06-14-16

EVP Barry Linan with daughter Kayla, Maryville Gardens
shop steward Diane Carter and MDA fundraiser Justine
Bates at this year’s MDA Summer Camp.
Augus t 2016/MCC
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BAR-B-QUE COOK-OFF FOR MDA
Sunday, September 25, 2016
Letter Carriers Hall
1600 South Broadway
Come one come all. Active, retired, family
and friends welcome to participate.

Cooks start at 10 a.m.
Serving from 11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Judging at noon
Awards for Best Hamburger, Pork Steak, Ribs and Chicken
Best Side Dish and Best Dessert
Cooks Provide Their Own Meat
10 lbs. of Meat Gets You In

Grand Champion Voted by Judges
Bragging Rights for Cooks

Tickets sold for “Fan Favorite”
Fans will vote for their favorite cook through sample tickets
3 samples for $5 20 samples for $15

Entertainment provided by
a rock band comprised of letter carriers
Throw down a challenge to someone at your station
Refreshments will be on sale at the Union Hall
Money raised will be used to send a child to MDA Camp
For more information contact Diane Carter at 314-856-2021

Branch Meeting Attendance Prizes
July 14, 2016

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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Cards vs. Marlins — Sunday, 7/17 @ 1:15 p.m. — Richard Brown, North County
Cards vs. Padres — Monday, 7/18 @ 7:15 p.m. — Robinette Hensley, Creve Coeur
Cards vs. Padres — Tuesday, 7/19 @ 7:15 p.m. — Mike Chenot, South County
Cards vs. Padres — Wednesday, 7/20 @ 7:15 p.m. — Myra Perkins, Harriet Woods
Muny - Young Frankenstein — Tuesday, 7/19 @ 8:15 p.m. — Mike David, Retired
Muny - Mamma Mia — Tuesday, 7/26 @ 8:15 p.m. — CCA Casey Dooley, Sappington
Muny - Fiddler on the Roof — Tuesday, 8/2 @ 8:15 p.m. — Judy Bitzer, Gaffney
Muny - Aida — Tuesday, 8/9 @ 8:15 p.m. — Lucille Snow, Weathers
50/50 of $35 won by Marvin King
Augus t 2016/MCC
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Political Action Honor Roll
MARION HARRISHHHH

JOSEPH P. REGANHHH

MIKE WEIRHH
J. MARK SIMSHH
TONY JASPERHH
JOE POLITTEH
BILL LISTERH
MIKE DAVIDH
TOM SCHULTEH
TIFFANY HAGERH
DEAN WERNERH
JIM BRUGGEMANH
LEONA BRYSONH

CHARLES SEXTONHH
JOE FITZJARRELLHH
MIKE CHENOTHH
TOM DEGEAREH
THOMAS HOWERYH
MIKE BIRKETTH
JOHN HAAKEH
BEV CREELYH
DERRICK WILLIAMSH
GENO IBERGH
LATONDA FAULKNERH

BOB FLAHERTYHH
ART BUCKHH
DAN BRAUCHLEHH
BARRY LINANH
NICKI L. PRADOH
HENRY DEIBELH
RON HOPKINSH
GUS FRANKH
JOE CANMANH
JIM KLUEMPERSH

GERALD L. GALLEANOHH
CHARLES SCANLONHH
TOM HARMANH
KEN MEYERH
THOMAS FITZSIMMONSH
LAWRENCE McHAYNES JR.H
STEPHANIE STEWARTH
MIKE ‘THUMPER” THARPH
RAMONA DROEGEH
WAYNE WENZINGERH

JOHN CHUDY
MICHAEL JENNINGS
WALTER BESCH
BOB PURK
CLIF NELSON
MIKE CHENOT

MEAGHAN LAKEY
DON CHARTRAND
LARRY STREIB
CHET DRAIN
MARION HARRIS

FRANK ENLOW
BOB STEEL
SAM GOODMAN
BOB RAPISARDO
ROY HATCHARD JR.

DERRICK WILLIAMS
ROCKY RAKOWIECKI
BILL JIMAS
LAURA KEIM
ROOSEVELT HARRIS JR.

The above honor roll gives special recognition to those members who give $ 50 or more. Each star represents $100

Mike Chenot
Raymond Schlereth

Bob Ruester
Derrick Williams

Kiesha Wiley
Latonda Faulkner

Gus Frank

Is Your Name Listed?

Why Not?

SEND YOUR CONTRIBUTIONS PAYABLE TO BRANCH 343, P.A.C.
MIKE WEIR
612 CHARLESTON OAKS DR.
BALLWIN, MO 63021-7387
(Donations are not tax deductible)
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Tom Schulte

MEMBER-AT-LARGE
NEGOTIATING COMMITTEE

Mike Chenot
Frank Enlow

Brian Litteken
Pam Stepney

DELEGATES TO THE ST. LOUIS
LABOR COUNCIL

Mike Chenot
Gus Frank
Tony Jasper

Mike Weir

Barry Linan
Bill Lister
Pam Stepney
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